Chapel Builders of California
June 28, 2016

Upcoming projects:
Concord MBC & Hayward MBC
Bathroom remodels starting
July 7th

I’d like to thank all of you that have been praying for us this past
month. I know that many of you pray for us on a regular basis
and it shows, by the way that our God takes care of us and
provides on the projects that we do. He opens and closes doors
on a regular basis and we hope that we are in tune with Him and
the work that He has for us. This past month many of you have
been praying for my health and I cannot tell you how much it
means that you have cared enough to take the time to lift this
need to our heavenily father.

Last year I had to have a stent put in and this past month I
started having pains again, so over this past month they’ve tried
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medicating me, then they went in and put one stent but while in
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there they found another area that needed stenting but was hard
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to get to. So after another couple of weeks of trying meds they
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decidded to go in and put the other stents to take care of the
blockages. All that said, I’m feeling much better and I feel like
they finally got me cleaned out. We won’t be going back to work for another week but thankfully
we are working together with some great builders that can take up part of the load. Again I say
thank you, thank you… for all of your prayers. Please keep us in your prayers for a full healing and
for the work that God allows us to do.
Since finishing the work done in Jackson, when able I’ve been doing repairs at our church in fresno
and doing some much needed repiars on our trailer… The McFarland project was put off and we
will be rescheduling that one.
Need:
One of the things that we’ve been doing a lot of, is tile work. We’ve been using a saw that I bought
when I was building my home about 9 years ago. It’s a good saw and still works, the problems is
that it’s a huge saw. I only have so much space in my truck and trailer to carry tools, so I usuallly
try to figure out what to take to each job and then try to fit those tools in the space I have available.
When we need the tile saw it really limits what else I can take. I’ve found a saw that would meet
out needs and is much smaller. The saw costs $900. If anyone would like to help with this please
let me know.
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